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The 11th of European Conference on Antennas and Propagation (EuCAP) was held from the 19th to the 24th of March 2017 in Paris, France. It was attended by 1302 delegates, who had access to 950 technical papers, including invited talks, oral sessions, and posters. EuCAP is organized by the European Association on Antennas and Propagation (EurAAP), which was created in the frame of the European Network of Excellence “ACE – Antenna Centre of Excellence” (visit www.euraap.org), as a means of scientific communication and exchange for the European Antenna and Propagation Scientific Community.

For the second time, the International Journal of Microwave and Wireless Technologies dedicates a special issue to EuCAP, featuring extended versions of the papers rated by the reviewers and the EurAAP publications committee as especially relevant and interesting for EuMA and the readers of the IJMWT. The authors were invited to expand their conference contributions. The submitted papers went through a new review process, to warrant high quality and, hopefully, attract the interest of the readers to the rest of the EuCAP contributions.

Indeed, although EuCAP deals mostly with antenna technologies, it has a lot of common points with microwaves as covered by EuMA and the IJMWT. Since its creation, EurAAP has received invaluable support and advice from EuMA, its older, larger sister society. The cooperation of both societies, defined in the common memorandum of understanding, is now over a decade old, and showing good health. These special issues on EuCAP are part of the cooperation agreements. On behalf of EurAAP, I would like to convey to EuMA and the IJMWT our sincere gratitude for the good cooperation.

With this special issue, EurAAP wishes to strengthen the bond with EuMA, and share with its members and all readers of the IJMWT the exciting developments in the fields of antennas, propagation, and electromagnetic theory, as presented at EuCAP. We hope that this may be the seed for further common endeavors between the antennas & propagation and the microwaves community.

Finally, I would like to thank the Editor in Chief of IJMWT, the authors, the reviewers, and all that have made this issue possible. I hope you will enjoy it!
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